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An Introduction to Vyrb: A social audio app designed to empower wearables with new functionality.
We believe Lucyd eyewear should be able to support free interaction with social media, to enable a progressive,
handsfree social audio experience. While digital assistants, once enabled, can provide the basis for this interaction, we
believe that the ability to receive and send social media posts with an individual’s voice may greatly enhance ease of
use of social platforms on the go, by improving speed and safety over traditional social platforms. To facilitate this,
we have been developing Vyrb, our full stack social media application that enables the user to receive and send posts
through Lucyd Lyte smart glasses with your voice. The application is slated to launch into beta toward the end of the
fourth quarter of 2021, and we are aiming to roll out software upgrades to Vyrb across 2022, which will include new
features like: monetization, ad-buying modules, an itemized upgrade system, and content selling capabilities for social
media creators.

We believe that Vyrb will enhance the utility of current and future Lucyd Lyte glasses by enabling users to be
untethered from their smartphones, yet still be able to hear and make social media posts. A goal of our products is to
free our customers from other technologies. As such, we are designing Vyrb with a transparent, voice-centric interface
in mind, so that as soon as our customers can say “Ok Google,” they are connected to a world of engaging audio
content and have the ability to create audio posts and messages. We believe social interaction via smart eyewear will
be instrumental in bringing new, youthful customers to our company.
A number of companies recently have started to launch voice mediated social media applications, such as Clubhouse,
Discord, Audlist, Listen and Riffr. We are designing Vyrb to host audiobooks, podcasts and entire music albums on
the platform. With Vyrb, Lucyd Lyte customers will be able to hear their social media feeds, post messages, hold
gatherings and musical performances (by inviting other Vyrb users to connect with each other at a specific date and
time), and enjoy social media with the authenticity of their own voice: all through their eyewear and without taking
their phone out of their pocket.
The Product and Market for Vyrb
Vyrb is being designed as a full social media experience to enhance voice-based communications on wearables and
mobile devices. The sophistication of Vyrb’s interface enables a large array of in-app purchases and subscriptions, as
well as easy connectivity with the Lucyd Lyte line of smart eyewear. In addition to an ad-driven revenue model that
is typical of social media applications, the robust and highly variable selection of planned in-app purchases provide

important improvements and fine-tuned customizations to help personalize the user experience. We plan to roll out
these and other exciting features of Vyrb over the course of several software updates.
The Vyrb app is contemplated to feature an in-app item shop with a number of fun and useful upgrades, such
as:
•

Loot Boxes — Random packs of multiple upgrade items, a best-selling in-app purchase format frequently
deployed in online video games.

•

Skins — Items that alter the appearance of the app to help personalize it to the user’s preferences, such as
Dark Mode.

•

Accents — Items that change the accent used by the app’s text-to-speech engine, which is employed
frequently to vocalize textual content.

•

Metal Mics — Items that lengthen the maximum allowable verbal post length and image/video sizes per
post for users.

•

Post Embellishments — Items that can be used to animate posts in the feed to make them more prominent.

•

Sound FX Packs — Items that increase the number of audio emojis (Sound FX) available to the user,
livening up their posts.

•

Ad Tokens — Items that can be spent to expand the reach of a feed post to a larger audience.

•

Vyrb Gold — A premium, monthly subscription to the app that blocks all ads and brings additional benefits
like a more prominent username.

•

Lucyd Token — In-app currency that can be spent to tip a user’s favorite content creators, to buy premium
paywalled content and to buy certain other in-app purchases. Tokens can also be traded to other users for
their items on the Vyrb Marketplace module. Users will also be rewarded Tokens for their engagement
with ads on the platform, creating a positive feedback loop that rewards app engagement with premium
content and experiences.

•

Command Tokens — Items that can be spent to create new custom voice assistant commands (based on
Vyrb’s Voice Command Creation Interface).

•

Mega-Tag Tokens — Items that can expand the number of mega-tags available to the user (mega-tags are
a unique Vyrb feature, they are automatically applied hashtags that make a user’s posts more discoverable
to others).

Users spend approximately 145 minutes per day on social media applications and regularly click on advertisements
they view through their applications. We believe Vyrb is strategically positioned to become a prime advertisement
space, allowing both visual and audible advertisements to be purchased. Vyrb ads will be shown in a user’s regular
newsfeed, which we believe will create an opportunity and need for a subscription in-app purchase (Vyrb Gold) for a
premium, ad-free browsing experience. For ease of use, Vyrb ads can be created by any user through the application
in just moments: users will be able to purchase “Ad Token” items from the in-app store, and then use these tokens to
turn standard posts into wide-reaching ads. A rapid-response reporting system will be developed and monitored to
remove objectionable or illegal content from the platform. With its focus on high quality audio, we are designing Vyrb
to lift up professional and creative audio content developers by helping them reach new audiences. To ensure a positive
user experience, we are developing a system in Vyrb which will automatically promote positively reviewed content,
and automatically remove content that has been reported in a high ratio compared to the number of viewers, providing
the basis for user product discovery as well as a failsafe against any mistake in our manual and algorithmic moderation
of the application’s hosted content.
Vyrb users will be able to purchase and support content from indie and professional creators via an in-app currency
(referred to as “gems” in this document, a virtual point the user typically accumulates by viewing ad content or by
purchasing them). Creators will receive gems from typical users as tips during live broadcasts, and in exchange for
access to premium posts. The creators will then be able to cash out these gems at an exchange rate that provides profit
to Vyrb. For example, users purchase the gems, its in-app loyalty token at a rate of $1 each, but creators only receive
$0.75 for each gem they cash out. A 25% effective platform fee would put the content transaction fees of Vyrb at a

lower rate than most digital content marketplaces. In the case of typical livestreaming applications, a functionality
Vyrb supports, they are often exorbitant, taking as much as 50% in effective fees on in-app currency transactions. To
acquire the gems, users must buy them in the Vyrb Shop or gain them by engaging with sufficient ad content (e.g.,
using the application for an hour, or an amount of time that effectively pays for the gem). While Vyrb allows users
the flexibility of choice of either buying or earning these gems, we believe that there is a huge revenue stream potential
for us through a strategic implementation of the Vyrb Shop and peer-to-peer content transactions.
Also, we plan for users to be able to charge a fixed price to be able to access particular audio posts. For example, this
feature could be used by a podcaster to sell their premium episodes, or by a recording artist to sell their music albums.
In tandem with this feature, audio posts will be divisible into tracks to support long form content such as albums and
audiobooks. Vyrb will take a flat percentage fee on all sales of premium content within the application by allowing
creators to cash out gems they receive for selling their content. We believe the major benefit of this system is that it
will provide audio content creators a new platform for rapidly creating, listing and selling their content, and help create
an environment full of rich, unique and interactive audio experiences such as live “radio shows,” indie content and
virtual concerts for typical Vyrb users.
We believe that Vyrb will effectively leverage multiple successful gamification models from the world of social media
to provide a flexible and highly interactive user experience that can potentially draw high-value content creators. A
fundamental aspiration of Vyrb is to provide a new platform and source of revenue for high quality audio content
creators in particular; to that end, we designed Vyrb with a goal of providing a rapid, user-friendly platform for creators
and consumers to share, sell and enjoy the best audio the web has to offer. We believe that through Vyrb, we can make
the interaction between our users and our product a fun and rewarding experience, which can also be monetized by
the company and content creators alike. By putting audio front and center, we hope to provide a new meeting ground
for audio content creators and those who enjoy lots of music, podcasts and talk shows. We hope to provide a mutually
beneficial relationship, where Vyrb takes a reasonable fee on the transacting of these parties in exchange for bringing
them together.
Vyrb Roadmap

Summary
Vyrb is going to provide a complex and powerful platform for creating, sharing, enjoying and monetizing audio and
other forms of social content. By putting content creators first with dynamic posting and streaming options, and several
avenues of monetization, we will enable a new kind of social experience that automatically promotes the highest
quality creators. By introducing a unique Item and Marketplace system, users will be able to enjoy an all-new gamified
social experience. In the final planned major update, the addition of NFT support will provide additional options for
creation and monetization of premium, unique content.

